Press Release
Yes that really is her actual name!
Snowden Flood is a London-based designer/maker of fine quality UK made gifts and accessories. She loves souvenirs and her work stems
from the desire to design some you'd actually want to own for years on end – and possibly even pass onto your children. Her work is inspired
by a variety of things including: Fairground and circus graphics; trees; holidays and iconic London buildings but anything might catch her eye.
After many years designing interior elements for ‘architect to the rich & famous’ Peter Marino in New York, Snowden’s emphasis is, perhaps
unsurprisingly, on design quality. She has an eclectic magpie eye and loves the challenge of designing new products – whatever they may be.
Her own collections so far include fine bone china tableware, drinking glasses, tea towels and aprons, notebooks, cards and prints, wrapping
paper, wash-bags and purses (and much more). She has a passion for manufacturing in the UK and has produced new ranges of hand-cut
organic soaps, and scented candles. Snowden also undertakes bespoke work for a variety of shops, museums and corporate business. Her
work appears frequently in glossy magazines and newspapers internationally.
Selling her products from her studio/shop in London's Oxo tower. Snowden curates her space with a constantly evolving array from the very
best UK makers (who work with a similar ethos and emphasis on quality and design.) Shining a bright beacon of style and quality in a
mass-market world of cheap imports, her studio is becoming known as a Southbank destination of it’s own.
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About Snowden Flood
Snowden Flood is the unusual name of a London-based designer/maker of fine quality gifts and accessories. Her work is inspired by a variety
of things including: Fairground and circus graphics; trees; holidays and iconic London buildings but anything might catch her eye. She loves
souvenirs and her work stems from a desire to design some you'd actually want to own for years on end! Her many products so far include
dinner plates inspired by Urban Landscapes and featuring factories, phonelines and chimneys; The River Series - a perenially popular
collection based upon a walk around the Thames; Tree Glasses - whisky glasses that celebrate the seasons through trees. She has also
designed notebooks, tea towels, aprons, wrapping paper, cards and prints. Additionally Snowden likes to work collaboratively and has
recently developed a range of fine organic hand cut soaps.

Snowden's studio/shop in London's Oxo tower is also a shop showcasing her work and a carefully curated selection of products from other UK
makers with a similar emphasis on quality, Snowden has a passion for manufacturing in the UK. She has designed and produced specially
commissioned giftware a number of clients including Dorchester Hotel Collection, Chatsworth House, Tate Modern, The London Transport
Museum, Mima and the City of Turin.
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